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SCAMMING the ACCC
W

e regularly see ACCC media statements under its
Scamwatch initiative warning of emerging scams
affecting consumers and often pointing out scammers who
were pretending to be particular corporations. It was therefore
somewhat ironic that in mid-July the regulator found itself
needing to issue a media alert to warn consumers that scammers
are currently impersonating the ACCC!
Reportedly some businesses had recently received bogus
requests from scammers claiming to be the ACCC with the
emails asking the businesses to respond to a complaint that has
been made about them, or seeking payment for an infringement
notice for breach of copyright.
The scam emails purporting to be from the ACCC in fact
contain links that can infect your computer with malware. The
regulator points out that legitimate emails from government
agencies will always have an email address that ends in .gov.au.

If you receive an email which you believe to be from a scammer
rather than from ACCC there are a few things the ACCC suggest
you can do to protect yourself:
• Don’t click on any suspicious links in emails and check the
sender’s address very carefully - if you think it is a scam,
delete the email
• Ensure your business has up-to-date virus protection and
firewall software installed
• Regularly back-up your computer’s data on a separate
hard drive - if your computer is infected by malware or
ransomware you can restore the factory settings and easily
re-install all of your software and data
• Don’t respond to contact details provided in unsolicited
emails - independently verify contact details from the phone
book or search online for official details
• Keep your staff informed about security threats and provide
them guidance on how to deal with scam emails

www.imal.com.au
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VCAT action
T

he Sydney Morning Herald reported in early July that
Edwina Crawford, a single mother was launching legal
action against collector firm, Panthera Financial.
The article detailed the lawsuit brought by Ms Crawford and
the Consumer Action Law Centre is in Victoria’s Civil and
Administrative Tribunal.
Ms Crawford alleges she was repeatedly harassed - the
newspaper reporting that she claimed she had been told: “Pay
up, or we’ll take your car and furniture. Pay up, or we’ll contact
Centrelink and start taking your payments. Pay up or you’ll go to
gaol.” She apparently told the journalist, the voice of the caller
was muffled and threatening - with Ms Crawford reportedly
sobbing into the phone, begging to be left alone - her account
being that the calls kept coming - “different times and numbers,
same message”.
The article details that in remembering the calls, “Ms Crawford
first trembles, then sobs and says ‘now whenever I get a private
number call or from a number I don’t know, I freak out again’.”
The original debt of a little less than $3000 was reportedly
bought by Panthera from AGL – Ms Crawford asserts the
company allegedly tried to harass the money out of her in a phone
call in June 2014.
As a single mother of four, in receipt of a Centrelink pension Ms
Crawford claims she told the caller she did not have the capacity
to pay. She suffers from depression and anxiety.

AAFI16
Conference
The Australian Association of Fire Investigators is
hosting its bi-annual conference at Crown Plaza
Coogee Beach in Sydney from 12 to 14 September
2016.
The conference’s theme aptly is “The learning is in
the burning!”. The event’s first day will be a field
day at the Fire & Rescue NSW Research facility at
Londonderry.
The conference’s key speaker is Steve Carman from
the United States, a world leader in fire investigation
training. Steve will conduct a live burn program for
the attendees, presenting a very unique opportunity
to learn from one of the best in the industry.
Details of the program and how to register can be
found at www.aafi2016.com.au.

Allegedly, the call lasted for 40 to 50 minutes, until she ended
the conversation “sobbing, shattered”. According to Ms
Crawford, Panthera called her 10 times in the next fortnight
sometimes early in the morning, sometimes late in the evening.
In the lawsuit Ms Crawford claims Panthera acted illegally,
harassing her and telling her it could take her possessions or
garnish her income - both of which are illegal, the lawsuit claims.
Gerard Brody, the CEO of Consumer Action Law Centre
told the newspaper, “where someone experiences distress or
humiliation as a result of ongoing debt collection misconduct,
they have a right to seek compensation - VCAT can order up to
$10,000 in these circumstances”.
The newspaper gathered a response from Panthera: “We deny
all allegations made against us and will be submitting evidence
to the tribunal to this effect if required,” a spokeswoman said
in a statement. “We are very aware that the law prohibits us
from harassing customers, engaging in threatening behaviour,
garnisheeing Centrelink benefits or seizing household goods. We
have a number of safeguards in place to ensure this conduct does
not occur.”
The company is understood to have records of the phone calls
in question.
[Source: www.smh.com.au – 3 July 2016]

AAC PROCESS SERVERS
AND INVESTIGATIONS
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ACCC media code
A

recent consultative project involving a
draft ACCC Media Code of Conduct
provides an insight to what the regulator
proposes as its media practices intended
to balance fairness to individuals,
companies and businesses involved in
its investigation and enforcement action
whilst informing the public about the
ACCC’s enforcement work and being
transparent about what action the ACCC
is taking and why.
The consultation closes 10 August
2016 and seeks comments from
stakeholders - details can be located
online at consultation.accc.gov.au/
communications-1.
The ACCC regards public comment
as playing an important role in achieving
compliance with the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 and that media
communication is one of the most
effective ways of educating consumers
and businesses about their rights and
obligations under the Act.
According to the draft Code broad
communication about the regulator’s
activities provides transparency about its
actions for which it is accountable. The
ACCC maintains in its communications,
it shall take a balanced and objective
approach to ensure fairness and overall
confidence in the ACCC.
The Code details factors which will limit
the regulator’s ability to comment on
investigations in the media, including:
• fairness to individuals, companies
and businesses being investigated for
alleged contraventions of the Act
• in the case of proceedings, respecting
the court or tribunal’s processes to

•
•

•

•

ensure a fair hearing of the issues in
contention
legislative restrictions (certain
material cannot be disclosed)
the need to safeguard confidential
or sensitive information (such as
commercial-in-confidence price
or market sensitive information or
the existence or details of whistleblowers and witnesses)
the potential to jeopardise
investigations through the untimely
release of information
privacy legislation and guidelines.

Given those limitations, the Code
details that in relation to its enforcement
activities which include actions to identify,
investigate, prosecute and resolve potential
breaches of the Act, the ACCC shall:
1. refrain from commenting on its
investigations
2. publicise the commencement of
court or tribunal proceedings
3. limit public comment during the
course of proceedings to matters of
fact
4. report and comment on the outcome
of proceedings, or other formal
resolution of investigations, in a
factually accurate and balanced
manner which is consistent with
the objectives of ensuring public
understanding of the outcome and
promoting compliance with the Act.
Institution of legal proceedings
The proposed Code also sets out the
regulator will publicise the institution of
proceedings by issuing a media release,

which will be appropriately worded and
factually accurate, and provide details of
the matters alleged by the ACCC, the
redress sought and the reasons the ACCC
has taken the action.
The Code shall require the regulator
to generally issue a media release only
after originating documents have been
filed and served on or otherwise drawn
to the attention of the other parties.
Following the institution of proceedings,
the ACCC may explain its enforcement
action to the public in media interviews,
and shall confine its comments to the
matters alleged in filed court or tribunal
documents and its reasons for pursuing
the proceedings. It shall seek to confine
public comment to a period of 48 hours
from the issue of its media release.
Finalisation of proceedings and
enforcement outcomes
Where ACCC published the institution
of proceedings, it shall publicise the
outcome of those proceeding by media
release and where requested, media
interviews.
This approach shall apply where
the ACCC is successful, where the
respondents are successful, or where the
proceedings are withdrawn. In criminal
proceedings, this includes where there is
a successful prosecution or an acquittal.
If a matter is appealed, the ACCC shall
publicise the fact of the appeal and its
outcome through a media release.
[Source: Public Consultation issued by
consultation@business.gov.au
– 15 July 2016]

QUEENSLAND trust accounts
T

he Queensland Office of Fair Trading (OFT) has released a trust account guide.
The Agents Financial Administration Act 2014 and Agents Financial Administration Regulation 2014 are the Queensland
regulatory devices in place to ensure trust money is properly dealt with and can be accurately accounted for at all times.
The Act and Regulations stipulate that agents who receive or intend to collect trust money on behalf of others must hold a trust
account to receive and manage that money, and how it must be maintained.
To help agents understand their obligations, the OFT has produced ‘Trust Accounts - A guide for property agents, motor dealers, debt
collectors and their auditors’ providing a comprehensive account of agents’ trust account obligations and important information for
their auditors.
If you are licensed or operating under the Queensland Debt Collectors (Field Agents and Collection Agents) Act 2014 this guide is
for you – the OFT highly recommends reading both the agent and auditor sections to better understand everyone’s role in the process,
especially for those new to trust accounting.
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TRAGEDY
E

very day around the globe, people
go about their work which involves
attending both public and private
addresses – this can be for mail and
courier deliveries, as trades people,
caregivers, meter readers, process
servers, repossession agents, council and
government workers and for many other
reasons.
Anyone who has undertaken work
involving attending addresses will
have considered whether the first time
attendance at an address involves any
hazard or risk such as poor access, unlit
areas, aggressive occupiers and wild or
overly protective animals. Such thoughts
and being cautious about one’s safety are
reasonable and appropriate risk avoidance
strategies.
Spare a moment of reflection for a
process server in Travis County, north-east
of Austin, Texas who was killed by a pack
of dogs when she went to a property to
serve civil papers in June.
36 year old Erin McCleskey had gone
through the front gate of the property
- she was discovered at 9.00pm by a
caretaker who had turned up to feed the
dogs in the absence of the dog’s owner.
Injuries all over her body were indicative
of dog bites and scratches - the Travis
County medical examiner’s office later
ruled a dog mauling caused her death.
The dogs had been roaming loose on the
property despite their owner Terry Swanson
having been away for over a month.

Austin Animal Protection officers
after the incident, impounded six dogs
as well as 14 puppies that were on the
property. Although those officers were
unaware of any prior animal complaints
involving either the property or the dogs,
neighbours commented to media that the
dogs often got loose and caused problems
including interfering with children riding
bikes and skateboards in the area and also
attacking a neighbour’s dog.
Erin McCleskey was an independent
contractor engaged by her father’s
company EZ Messenger to serve papers at
the address.
At a hearing to determine the fate of
the dogs, the owner and the caretakers all
contended that the attack would not have

happened if Ms McCleskey had heeded
the property’s no trespassing signs. The
breed of the dogs (4 were Labrador mixes
and 2 were Australian cattle dog mixes)
together with the puppies may not have
seemed like an immediate and obvious
threat to Ms McCleskey.
In any event, the contentions of the
owner and caretakers didn’t overcome the
requirement of Texas law which apparently
states it doesn’t matter whether or not a
person had the right to be on the property
in fatal dog maulings. A judge has since
ordered the 6 dogs involved in the fatal
attack to be euthanised.
[Source: www.statesman.com
- 16 June 2016 & 24 June 2016]
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COMPLIANCE matters
The AGENT asked Nikhil Bhargava of Provana, an
international firm assisting credit & collections businesses to
manage their compliance to share his perspectives on how
technology can drive and support compliance obligations.

C

ompliance obligations is a topic often lamented upon
whenever industry members get together yet such
obligations don‘t need to be a burden and instead when mastered
by businesses present real opportunity in the marketplace.
The joint ACCC and ASIC Debt Collection Guideline
recommends firms implement an appropriate compliance
program in accordance with the profile of each firm. The
guidance further describes “a robust compliance program is a
prudent risk management tool which assists managers and staff
to understand their legal obligations and reduces the risk of
breaching competition, consumer and other relevant laws”.
Meeting compliance obligations is non-negotiable - working
with several credit & collections industry companies, Provana
found the following key rules are essential to tactically implement
policies and procedures for improved compliance without
compromising operational performance of the client business.
5 Rules for a fire-proof Compliance Management System (CMS)
1. Get Comprehensive
Policies must cover the full spectrum of relevant
competition, consumer, privacy, discrimination and other
laws that apply in Australia to ensure your company is
operating in accordance with the mandated compliance

8 | AGENT | Aug/Sep 2016 | www.imal.com.au

standards. Know which
regulations apply to
Nikhil Bhargava
your company and be
sure your policies touch them all.
2. Demonstrate “How”
It’s not enough to simply have policies, you must be able to
demonstrate how your staff will follow them. Your clients
and regulators want to see how policies communicate your
company’s guidelines and compliance standards, separate
from the procedures that demonstrate the steps and work
instructions needed to complete work in accordance with
their requirements.
Justice French in ASIC v Chemeq Ltd [2006] FCA 936,
with reference to consideration to the form and content of
the policies and procedures and also the measures adopted
by the corporation to ensure that they are understood
and applied opined “A well drafted set of policies and
procedures will mean little if there is no follow-up in terms
of training company officers (including directors) and, where
appropriate, refresher training. In the present case there
is provision for induction training but no clear evidence of
follow-up and refresher training”.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

3. Assign Ownership
Management must assign ownership of the policy and
procedure content to qualified individuals responsible
for controlling and authorising changes to their assigned
documents in a defined approval process. Each document
must have a clear version history including a summary of
the changes, who authorised the updates, and when the
document was approved and released into production.
If challenged about meeting compliance obligations, solid
documentation can be your best defence by showing that
your staff were notified of the latest rule changes every step
of the way.
4. Simplify Access
Employees must have easy access to your current policies
and procedures if you expect to hold them accountable
for consistently completing their work. Cluttering your
document repository with multiple versions of documents
sets the stage for work to be completed inconsistently!
Eliminate desk copies, which fall out of date, leaving staff at
risk of non-compliance.
Make sure employees see the procedures within their
responsibility, fostering accountability and understanding of
their responsibilities. Effectively communicating updates
and tracking staff acknowledgments safeguards against
breaches and the risk of following last week’s processes
today!
This point was well made by Justice Heerey in ACCC v Visy
Industries Holdings Pty Ltd (No 3) [2007] FCA 1617 (2
November 2007), with reference to a Visy document entitled
‘Trade Practices Compliance Manual’ dated February 1998
which required strict compliance by its personnel to its
policy on the Trade Practices Act and simultaneous nonexistent corporate culture of Visy in relation to its obligations
under the said Act, when he noted “The Visy Trade Practices
Compliance Manual might have been written in Sanskrit for
all the notice anybody took of it.”
5. Test It
Compliance is a process, not an event. You must audit
your policy and procedure management plan to ensure it is
working and your staff are adhering to your CMS policy.
A ready solution
The 5 rules are straightforward but the reality for many
businesses caught up with the demand of their operational needs
overlaid by the myriad of compliance obligations from a variety of
regulators and legislation is that it’s not easy to create a fire-proof
audit and compliance system.
This reality is the reason Provana developed an application
known as Integrated Performance Audit & Compliance Software
(IPACS) as an effective solution for businesses. In summary,
IPACS includes a robust policy and procedure repository with
pre-loaded templates, online approvals and version control, staff
level assignment and acknowledgment of procedure changes, and
online complaint tracking.

Our credit & collections industry clients leverage IPACS to
save time and improve their compliance profile. Provana has
extended an offer to the IMA for its members to take up on a
complimentary basis IPACS Basic, which is our complimentary
online policy & procedure management software. To learn more
about IPACS Basic and this offer, members can email ipacs@
provanallc.com. ■

[Nikhil Bhargava is a Director of Provana, a leading provider of
Compliance Software, Business Process Management (BPM) and
Compliance Management Services (CMS) in the U.S. credit and
collection marketplace with its flagship software product, IPACS
successfully utilised by over 100 law firms and agencies.]
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DOUBLE check
Whether their workers are ‘employees’ or ‘contractors’ remains a thorny issue for
some business operators - whether this is due to intransigence or genuine confusion
is not clear.

T

his same issue covered in an article
in the April/May 2012 edition,
proved to be one of the most widely
read and referred to articles we have
ever produced. It generated debate and
ultimately we were pleased to learn it
saved some members costly problems with
the ATO. Requests were even received
from a number of accountants acting for
members for permission to reproduce the
article to circulate to their other clients.
Some 4 years later we revisit the issue
with some updates on what the ATO and
the Fair Work Commission have to say on
how to determine whether someone is an
employee or a contractor.
The simplest way to explain the potential
consequences which can be faced if you
get this issue wrong is to share again
the actual ATO experience of an IMA

member, which had an immediate and
significant impact on the member’s
business. With permission the experience
is shared without naming the member
concerned.
The member’s experience:
“Some time ago, a speaker at
an IMA conference advised
delegates that, basically, the 80/20
subcontractor rule was dead and
everyone should look carefully at
whether their subcontractors are true
subcontractors or employees (in the
eyes of the ATO). I admit I was only
one of many who disregarded the
presentation and easily put it out of
my mind.
Around September 2011, I received
a letter from the ATO, advising our
business was to be audited. At the
time, this aroused little emotion
and I quickly put together a file of
everything requested, including

Employee??

PAYG Withholding documentation
and
contractor
information
(including all ABNs, all payment
dates and amounts, copies of last tax
invoices and so on). We were also
asked to supply standard documents
such as financial statements, FBT
returns and so forth.
Next I went to a seemingly
straightforward meeting with two
ATO representatives who asked
numerous questions about our
contractors. These included: how
do I know how much a contractor
is going to charge; how often are
they paid:, do we have contracts
etc with them. I was satisfied I had
proven all our contractors were in
fact legitimate contractors.
Some two months later, I was
presented with a mass of paperwork
and very politely told by the ATO
officers 3 of our contractors were in
fact employees. A long discussion
ensued
including
me
repeatedly
pointing out the
contractors
did
work
for other

Contractor??

ATO
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agencies. Each of my attempts
was rebutted and I was handed
a printout of the ATO’s Employee/
Contractor Decision Tool, which is
downloadable at: www.ato.gov.au/
businesses.
I was sent on my way with a 2 week
period to rectify the issue with the
available options being:
• Immediately terminate the
‘employees’; or
• Have the ‘employees’ complete
TFN declarations and begin
treating them as employees
immediately.
After many hours of research and
several attempts at trying to have the
ATO change their mind, my protests
continued to be rebutted.
The issue didn’t end there - I was
presented a spreadsheet setting out
about $67,000 owing to the ATO
in PAYG, Payroll Tax and fines
and just under $20,000 owing
in superannuation (for the two
years audit period) for the three
‘employees’. By this stage, I was
hyperventilating.
Fortunately, the $67,000 demand
was scrapped with the ATO advising
they were satisfied I genuinely
believed the people involved were
contractors and so excusing us
from paying this debt. This was
not their only reason as they said
they had taken into consideration my
cooperation throughout the auditing
process. So, had I not been as
forthcoming and friendly about this
matter I undoubtedly would have
been left with the fine - this is a big
issue I suspect for the majority of
people, who jump at the chance to be
nasty to the ATO.
The superannuation demand
was an entirely different problem
altogether. The ATO advised it
had no jurisdiction over this (even
though such debt is paid through
them) and they cannot despite any
requests, reverse the demand. The
superannuation they deemed to be
outstanding to our ‘employees’ had
to be paid! Such monies apparently
go to lost superannuation to await a
claim by the individuals concerned.

We have since had to pay that amount
over to the ATO as demanded.
Eventually, on my own I deduced the
crux of the issue (as the ATO refused
to help me, stating they “did not have
authority to go into the matter”). It
seems each of our contractors who
were deemed to be employees in the
eyes of the ATO were sole traders
whereas by becoming either a trust,
partnership or a Pty Ltd company
utilising the ATO decision tool, they
would immediately be regarded a
contractor.
By the time all this occurred, two of
the contractors involved no longer
worked for us, whilst one still did.
We immediately stopped issuing
work to him, whilst he decided what
to do. This person decided to form
a Pty Ltd company, so that he could
continue to work in the industry
without any problems.
Clearly my experience has
implications for others in our industry
as even if all of their contractor
agents become a partnership, trust
or Pty Ltd company this would not
excuse them for previous payments
made when the contractors were sole
traders. So if an ATO audit comes
along, and they look at two years in
the event of any contractors who the
ATO deem to be employees, there is
a potential liability for the business
for unpaid superannuation and, most
likely PAYG tax and fines as well.
I suspect the majority of other agency
owners will automatically assume
like I did that by having a written
contract with the subcontractors
clearly setting out “they are a
contractor only” overcomes the
problem - this is not the case! I
asked this very question at the final
ATO meeting and was told a signed
contract is only one of the things
looked at and instead the ATO
examines the entire relationship,
predominantly using its employee/
contractor decision tool.
The ATO officers told me they are
moving through our industry and
will eventually audit every single
mercantile agency. The remaining
subcontractor who established

himself as a Pty Ltd company works
for one other local agency, which I
understand is now also undergoing
an ATO audit – no doubt inevitable
as the ATO follows through each
party the individual was contracting
to.
I spent some time with the ATO
officers attempting to explain what
our industry is like and that no
contractor is going to want to be an
employee, giving many reasons as to
why this is the case. Whilst they said
they would take such information on
board they stated they still could not
understand why contractors would
not want to be employees, as they
would be “better off”.
Obviously this is an extremely
sensitive and highly important
issue for everyone in our industry
issuing work to agents. My regret is
that I didn’t take more notice of the
warnings from the speaker at the
conference.”
This is a very sober warning of the
imperative to carefully review compliance
to ATO requirements in respect to how
persons who provide services to your
business are treated for tax purposes.
After the April/May 2012 AGENT, a
very relieved member shared with me
having used the material in the article to
review and where appropriate adjust the
arrangements with his field agents and
investigators and that as a consequence a
subsequent ATO audit of his business had
delivered a fully compliant result.
It is worthwhile to periodically review the
arrangements you have in place in case
there has been any shift over time in how
your people are engaged - even if you’re
pretty sure about your current or future
working arrangements, double check with
the ATO’s online decision tool and be
certain you’ve got it right! ■

double check with the
ATO’s online decision
tool and be certain
you’ve got it right!
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GETTING the decision right
For many the sole reason they regard their worker is a contractor is simply because
the worker or others say that is how workers are normally treated in the industry.
Sometimes a worker who also takes assignments from another agency will insist he/
she is a contractor and looks after his own tax because that is how the other agency
have it set up.
It is very risky to rely on what others reportedly do, to decide how you should treat your workers as the consequence of getting it
wrong can cause problems for your business and saying you relied upon what others are said to do, will be no defence.
Instead by considering the terms and conditions of each working arrangement you can be clear on your tax and super responsibilities
for your workers and be sure you are getting it right.
The ATO has an online employee/contractor decision tool available to assist you in getting a quick and reliable answer as to whether
your worker is an employee or contractor for tax and super purposes. Additionally, at www.ato.gov.au you can register for the ATO’s
free employee or contractor webinar to help understand your working arrangements in more detail – the sessions are interactive if you
have questions to ask.
Debunking some myths
As a business proprietor, you need to be careful as there are a variety of myths about what makes someone a contractor such as:
• having an ABN
• only being needed for short term work
• simply agreeing to the arrangement
• invoicing you for work, or
• just that everyone else in the industry calls them a contractor.
None of those things by themselves determine whether someone is a contractor or employee. It’s not a choice. There are rules and
every working arrangement may be different.
But why bother? Because getting it wrong could land you in trouble - putting your business at risk of penalties.
ATO guidance
Companies, trusts and partnerships are always contractors. An employee must be a person. If you’ve hired a company, trust or
partnership to do the work, then the relationship is contractual for tax and super purposes. The people who actually do the work may
be directors, partners or employees of the contractor but they’re not your employees.
If you’ve hired an individual, you need to work out if he/she is a contractor or employee. This depends on the specific circumstances
of the working arrangement and you’re responsible for getting it right!
Use the ATO’s online employee/contractor decision tool to answer some questions about your working arrangements and get an
answer you can rely on – to access the tool go to ato.gov.au/ec.
You can use this decision tool to work out whether a worker is an employee or contractor - the tool is free and anonymous. You
simply answer questions about the working arrangement and the tool will give you a result, including a report you can keep in your
records. Provided you answer each question accurately, you can rely on the result provided by the tool.
If employees are wrongly treated as contractors
The ATO details that it is against the law for a business to wrongly treat their employees as contractors and that businesses that do
so, are:
• not meeting their tax and super obligations
• denying workers their employee entitlements
• illegally reducing their labour costs and gaining an unfair advantage over their competitors.
The ATO explains such businesses risk penalties and charges, including:
• PAYG withholding penalty for failing to deduct tax from worker payments and send it to the ATO
• super guarantee charge, made up of:
o super guarantee shortfall amounts (the amount of super contributions that should have been paid into a complying fund)
o interest charges
o an administration fee
• additional super guarantee charge of up to 200%.
However, unlike super guarantee contributions, the super guarantee charge is not a deductible expense for the business.
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FWC guidance
The Fair Work Commission [www.fairwork.gov.au] also provides useful material to assist business proprietors to understand what the
work arrangements might mean in terms of employee vs contractor:

Indicator

Employee

Independent
Contractor

Degree of control over how work is
performed

Performs work, under the direction
and control of their employer, on an
ongoing basis.

Has a high level of control in how the
work is done.

Hours of work

Generally works standard or set hours
(note: a casual employee’s hours may
vary from week to week).

Under agreement, decides what hours
to work to complete the specific task.

Expectation of work

Usually has an ongoing expectation of
work (note: some employees may be
engaged for a specific task or specific
period).

Usually engaged for a specific task.

Risk

Bears no financial risk (this is the
responsibility of their employer).

Bears the risk for making a profit
or loss on each task. Usually bears
responsibility and liability for poor work
or injury sustained while performing
the task. As such, contractors generally
have their own insurance policy.

Superannuation

Entitled to have superannuation
contributions paid into a nominated
superannuation fund by their employer.

Pays their own superannuation (note:
in some circumstances independent
contractors may be entitled to be paid
superannuation contributions).

Tools and equipment

Tools and equipment are generally
provided by the employer, or a tool
allowance is provided.

Uses their own tools and equipment
(note: alternative arrangements may be
made within a contract for services).

Tax

Has income tax deducted by their
employer.

Pays their own tax and GST to the
Australian Taxation Office.

Method of payment

Paid regularly (for example, weekly/
fortnightly/monthly).

Has obtained an ABN and submits an
invoice for work completed or is paid
at the end of the contract or project.

Leave

Entitled to receive paid leave (for
example, annual leave, personal/carers’
leave, long service leave) or receive a
loading in lieu of leave entitlements in
the case of casual employees.

Does not receive paid leave.
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DATA improvements
Brad Lyons explains what is meant by the term ‘Data Wash’ and how the process
can improve the quality of your database.

I

get asked a lot about data washes normally people just want to know what
a data wash actually does. One of the most
common questions asked is “Does a data
wash offer any real value?”
The short answer to this is “Yes”! A
more complete answer is that there are
many different types of data washes
available. For the debt collection and
investigation industries the most common
data washes are used to append newer
customer information and to clean
customer name and address details.
For debt collection, it is common to
wash new files sent from clients to ensure
the addresses provided are correct and to
append DPID’s (Delivery Point Identifier).
This process is called ‘Data Cleansing’.
There are a number of companies
offering data cleansing, but there are
different levels of data cleansing with
address cleansing being the most
common. Name cleansing and data
append are other levels of data cleansing
but are not offered by all providers.
Name cleansing washes can correct
spelling for customer names, even if
the middle name and first names are in
the incorrect fields. Name cleansing
can assist with fraud detection in the

application process and also make sure
details are correct prior to sending the
application off for credit checks.
Data append washes will typically include
both address and name cleansing and once
this has been completed a data append
can start. A data append is where your
old customer data will be washed against
a database that contains newer details.
The data appended will normally include
additional information such as:
• New mobile numbers
• New landline numbers
• Email addresses
• New address
• Relatives
• Scores
• Bankruptcy applications
• Companies
The above list details the most common
items appended to data washes, however,
some data providers may only provide new
phone numbers or addresses. Scores
that are appended are usually unique to
the company that completes the wash
for you. Scores can be used to prioritise
your workflow. For example, if you have
a ‘probability to pay’ score available, you
would then be in a position to work the
files with a higher probability to pay first
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in order to help increase the collections
revenue.
The ‘real value’ you will get from a data
wash is knowing you have the correct
information on a customer. As most in the
collections and investigations sector will
appreciate, if you start working a file with
incorrect information you can very easily
start searching for the wrong person - this
costs time and money and also increases
the risks of breaching privacy and other
compliance obligations.
The cost of a data washes varies - some
companies will charge you for address
cleansing while others may provide this for
free as part of a data append wash.
What is the process?
Once you have chosen the data provider
to wash your files, you will generally need
to provide them with an Excel spreadsheet
of all your files. Your spreadsheet should
be formatted to include column headers
like: name; address; date of birth; and any
other information you may have on file
that can help identify an individual.
Each row in your spreadsheet should
contain details on only one individual - you
should not try and put two people (for
example a couple) in one row.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Once you provide the spreadsheet to
the data provider for your data wash,
the process can generally be completed
within a day. In some cases, it might take
longer if the provider is to conduct a more
complex wash.
A more complex wash would include
your files being washed against multiple
databases or data sources. This could
be against publicly available government
databases, other private databases and
social media.
Once you have the return file from the
data provider, you will be able to load the
results into your database so your staff
can start working the new information.

letters should not be
sent out to this address
until you have first
spoken to the customer
and verified this is the
customer’s new address
If you have a data append wash, this new
information should be treated as being
leads and not as current information. It
is recommended that you have a separate
section in your database into which to load
wash return data.

If a data append wash returns a new
address, this should be treated as a ‘lead’”
and letters should not be sent out to
this address until you have first spoken
to the customer and verified this is the
customer’s new address - if you send a
letter to a new address provided by a data
wash without first verifying it relates to
your customer you could be in breach of
the collection guidelines and the APP’s. ■
[Brad Lyons of Rodcha works as a business
intelligence specialist in the development of
predictive models and data management to
assist in the field of predictive skiptracing
- he can be contacted at brad@rodcha.co]

Image supplied by Detective Desk
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DELETING credit report info
When will information on an individual’s credit report be deleted?
Members involved in collections, process serving and repossessions occasionally field questions from a consumer about his/her credit
report and specifically about when certain information will be deleted. A fact sheet from the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) provides a very helpful summary of how long each type of personal information can be held in a consumer
credit report. The table below outlines that a credit reporting body (CRB) must remove personal information within 1 month of the
end of the relevant period:
Personal information in credit report

Retention period

• consumer’s full name

No limit provided the CRB holds at least one
other type of personal information that can
be included in the consumer credit report

• consumer’s date of birth
• consumer’s sex
• consumer’s current (or last known) address and previous 2 addresses
• the name of consumer’s current (or last known) employer
• consumer’s driver’s licence number
• the name of any credit providers that have provided the consumer with consumer
credit and whether they are licenced by ASIC

2 years starting on the day the contract for
consumer credit ends

• the type of consumer credit provided by those credit providers
• the day on which that consumer credit was made available to the consumer and (if
relevant) terminated
• the limit on that consumer credit
• certain terms and conditions of that consumer credit, including limited information
about the consumer’s repayment and interest obligations
• repayment history information

2 years starting on the day that the
consumer credit payment was due to be paid

• that a credit provider has requested access to information held in the individual’s
5 years starting on the day that the credit
consumer credit report in connection with an application made to that credit provider provider made the request
for consumer or commercial credit
• the type and amount of consumer or commercial credit sought in that application
• that the consumer has defaulted on a consumer credit payment of $150 or more this means that the consumer was at least 60 days overdue in making the payment
• a statement that the consumer has since paid an amount that was recorded as default
in his/her consumer credit report

5 years starting on the day that the credit
provider disclosed the default to the CRB for
inclusion in the consumer credit report

• the fact that, as a result of a default, the consumer had agreed to a variation in the
terms and conditions of consumer credit or that the consumer was provided with
new consumer credit

2 years starting on the day that the credit
provider disclosed the default to the CRB for
inclusion in the consumer credit report

• any court judgements made against the consumer in relation to credit

5 years starting on the day that the court
judgement was made

• a bankruptcy

Whichever is later:
• 5 years starting on the day the consumer
became bankrupt, or
• 2 years starting on the day that the
consumer was no longer bankrupt

• a debt agreement proposal that the consumer had given

The period ending on the day that:
• the consumer withdrew the proposal
• the credit provider refused the proposal
• the acceptance of the consumer’s
proposal was cancelled, or
• the proposal lapsed under s185ED of the
Bankruptcy Act 1966
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Personal information in credit report

Retention period

• a debt agreement

Whichever is later:
• 5 years starting on the day the agreement
was made, or
• 2 years starting on the day that the
agreement:
o was terminated,
o ends under s185N of the Bankruptcy
Act 1966, or
o an order was made declaring the
agreement void

• a personal insolvency agreement

Whichever is later:
• 5 years starting on the day the agreement
was executed, or
• 2 years starting on the day that the
agreement was terminated or a
certificate was signed under s232 of the
Bankruptcy Act 1966

• a direction or an order under s50 of the Bankruptcy Act 1966 to take control of the
consumer’s property

The day on which the control of property
ends

• an authority signed by the consumer under s188 of the Bankruptcy Act 1966
authorising a third party to take control of the consumer’s property

The day the property is no longer subject to
control

• the opinion of a credit provider that the consumer had committed a serious credit
infringement

7 years starting on the day that the credit
provider disclosed the opinion to the CRB
for inclusion in the consumer credit report

What about information created from personal information included in the individual’s credit report?
At the same time that the CRB removes the personal information detailed above, it must also remove any assessment of the
consumer’s creditworthiness (including an assessment of the consumer’s eligibility to be provided with credit) that it has produced
using the personal information that is being removed.
This would include, for example, a credit score that was calculated using personal information that is no longer permitted to be held
in the consumer’s credit report. A CRB would need to calculate a new credit score without using that information.
What if a correction request or complaint has not been finalised?
A CRB must not destroy personal information that is the subject of a correction request or a complaint until that request or
complaint has been resolved.
For further information contact the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner on 1300 363 992, at enquiries@oaic.gov.au or
by visiting www.oaic.gov.au. ■
[Source: Privacy fact sheet 36 published May 2014 at www.oaic.gov.au]

Undeniably exceptional value
for this amazing,
customisable, intuitive, consistent,
efficient and reliable application
for field agencies
is there really any other choice? talk to us
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ONLINE Directory to relaunch
The IMA are currently transitioning to a new database for membership
administration. As part of this process we are also updating and relaunching
the Online Directory of members providing:

SEARCH DIRECTORY

• New and improved postcode based searching
• Free listings for all postcodes each member services in the state(s)
where they maintain an office
• Flexibility to differentiate from other members by use of logos,
descriptions and services for a modest fee
• Members able to self-manage Directory listings online 24/7

EDIT DIRECTORY LISTING

HOW WILL IT WORK?
For each member the database will store:
• contact details - name, address, email, phone numbers
and website
• a list of postcodes the member is willing to service
• a list of the services the member offers
Members will use the new IMA Self-Service Portal to
update their details and select postcodes online either by:
• Selecting all the postcodes for a State and adding them
to their list. The member will then be able to remove
any postcodes the member does not want to service
OR
• Entering a postcode and optionally a distance from
that postcode the member is willing to travel. The
entered postcode and either selected postcodes or all
the postcodes within the distance entered will then be
added to their list. The member will then before saving
the list (at setup or subsequently) be able to remove
any postcodes the member does not want to service

Users of the Online Directory for their search will enter a suburb or postcode, which will be matched via the search engine in the
directory against the list of postcodes stored against all members, returning a search result listing all the members matching that specific
suburb/postcode.
This is a major improvement to the Online Directory and it is envisaged that as members can list all the postcodes they service without
additional charge, the Online Directory results will once and for all comprehensively determine whether any IMA member services a
specific suburb or postcode.
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
The Online Directory will be relaunched in August 2016. Listing details such as services offered, contact details, logos and business
descriptions will be transferred from the existing Online Directory, however all members will initially be listed in the relaunched Online
Directory with only a single postcode being for their office location. Members will need to log in to the Self-Service Portal to select
additional postcodes.
Members will receive an email at the time of the Online Directory relaunch containing a link to register for the Self-Service Portal and
instructions on how to update their Online Directory requirements.
Those members who do not wish to be listed in the Online Directory will need to log in to the Self-Service Portal and select Opt Out of
Member Directory.
In addition to updating their Online Directory listing requirements, members will be able to use the Self-Service Portal to update their
membership details, pay invoices, renew Fidelity Bonds and ASIAS Subscriptions and register for the National Conference. ■

KEY POINT TO REMEMBER: You need to go online to finalise your listing, it won’t happen
automatically. Watch out for the email containing a link to register for the Self-Service Portal
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IMA NATIONAL CONFERENCE
SYDNEY 11-12 MAY 2017

MARK THIS EVENT IN YOUR DIARY NOW!
Suggestions for sessions and speakers that
you would like to hear are welcome.
Enquiries from sponsors and exhibitors also welcome.
Please contact admin@imal.com.au.

SOFTWARE POWERING YOUR COLLECTIONS
Shaped from experience
Delivering seamless results

1300 765 609
debtcol.com.au
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

LEARNING
IMA President Basil Faulkner shares lessons from
harnessing change.

Basil Faulkner

we have the best
opportunity and
skills to recruit to
achieve a better
outcome

I

t’s intuitive and comfortable to just
go about business the way we did last
week, last year and so on. The problem
according to management experts is if
we don’t change and adapt, we can hardly
expect different and improved outcomes.
Recently, I learnt a good lesson by
challenging the way I do tasks specifically
in relation to recruiting and employing
additional staff.
In our industry there’s no ready supply
of trained and experienced people to
immediately join our businesses. Those
experienced with the unique work we
undertake are often well and happily
entrenched with existing employers or
running their own businesses in our
industry.
It’s fairly common to undertake the
recruitment process ourselves - although
chatting with other members, this is a
process rarely enjoyed by many of us.
Ads in the local paper or even further
back listing the vacancy with the
Commonwealth Employment Service were
options but more recently, the go to place
are websites such as Seek Online.
Going online appears cost effective but
ultimately is inefficient and so, costly
from a time management perspective
as listings attract between 100 to 150
hopeful applications within the first 72
hours. Even ruthlessly assessing those
applications is quite time consuming
- assessing as “perhaps”, “maybe” and

“not a chance” – allowing a token 2 to 3
minutes for each and you are talking about
4 to 6 hours before even a single interview.
Having culled the list of aspirants, it’s
time to call the shortlisted group to come
for interviews – there is an hour there
just in making contact and confirming
their availability. Whenever I interview
applicants I spend sufficient time to
sort out the applicant’s suitability and
whether he or she are likely to be a good
fit – anything from 45 to 75 minutes.
Interviewing 5 or 6 shortlisted applicants
can quickly consume nearly 6 hours.
Looking at the task overall, engaging one
new employee takes up to 13 hours for
the primary recruiter and another 7 hours
for a second manager to participate in the
interviews and final decision.
So with this background, when the next
need arose for our business, we tried
a recruitment company to assist in the
process – after all, our time saved could be
better spent elsewhere on our business.
The first 4 shortlisted applicants from
the recruiter were simply not what we
were after, so we asked for others better
suited to the role. Each of the resumes
received read fantastically but at interview,
most candidates failed to match what was
claimed on their resumes!
Through the recruitment agency we
did find a candidate we thought suitable
and with experience in some processes
of our business so we hired her. She
had previously been working on contract
placements organised by the recruitment
firm.
After investing some 6 weeks of training
in the employee we were happy with the
recruitment but soon shocked and very
disappointed to learn from her that the
recruitment agency had offered her a
contract position with more money and so
she had decided to take that opportunity.
We felt that we had been used.
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Although I want to say change was
worthwhile, my experience in the specific
change of outsourcing to a recruitment
firm was this change was not beneficial.
I certainly learnt from the adventure of
change though. The immediate learning
was the cost of engaging a recruitment
company and the time lost in the 6
weeks of training the recruited employee
together with having to go through the
whole recruitment process again was far
greater than if we had just attended to
the task of recruiting a new employee
ourselves.
The specific valuable learning was selfbelief that as small business operators
we have the best opportunity and skills
to recruit to achieve a better outcome
notwithstanding the actual task can be
time consuming and at times frustrating.
Despite this adventure with change not
delivering quite what I was hoping for,
overall I’m not discouraged as I recognise
adapting my business to meet and
embrace new opportunities does require
me to step out of my comfort zones and
to trial and harness change - the real
learning from the recent experience is that
the benefits of each change need to be
measured so as to ensure that actual real
value is delivered.

Regards

Basil Faulkner

FROM THE CEO

UPDATE
IMA CEO Alan Harries provides an update on various
matters of interest for members.

Alan Harries

The AGENT
In this edition, after many requests, we
have included an update of our previous
article on the thorny issue of whether
the workers of members are ‘employees’
or ‘contractors’ - if this is an issue
you haven’t considered for a while, the
updated article at pages 10-13 presents the
opportunity for you to double check your
compliance with ATO obligations.
On the topic of compliance, I also
draw members’ attention to the article
“Compliance matters” at page 8 which
includes an offer for members to take up
complimentary access to IPACS Basic, an
online policy and procedure management
application.
Elsewhere in this AGENT, there are two
items in the News section, which I think
are worthy of highlighting. The first deals
with details of ACCC’s draft Media Code
of Conduct - that document is valuable for
members to understand how ACCC will
use and respond in the media especially
in those unfortunate situations where
the regulator initiates action against a
business.
The second item is about the sad tragedy
involving the US process server fatally
mauled by dogs at a property she entered this article delivers a poignant message of
the real potential mortal dangers existing
for all workers who in employment attend
unfamiliar properties.
2017 National Conference
The dates for our next National
Conference have been set as 11-12 May
2017. The venue city will be Sydney - we
are currently evaluating and inspecting
various venue options and expect to
announce the conference venue in the
next edition of the AGENT.
Ideas and suggestions from members,
sponsors and exhibitors on topics and/or

speakers they would like to see considered
for the program are very welcome - drop
me an email or give me a call.
Membership Software
The IMA has over the past 6 weeks been
transitioning to its new Online Member &
Event Management System – this is a fully
integrated administration and member
facing solution which shall be integrated
into the IMA website.
The IMA website is also currently being
updated to improve security features - this
includes review and where appropriate
update of content and some design
elements.
An essential aspect of our system
improvements includes a relaunch of the
IMA Online Directory - the full details of
this relaunch and the directory features
appear at page 18.
As we move towards a launch date of all
these new systems, every member shall
be issued a personal email invitation with
a link to the online Self-Service Portal
together with step by step instructions
of how to register to initially set up their
unique user name and password for
accessing the updated IMA website and
the self-service portal including setting
up directory listing requirements – please
watch out for the email invitation and
respond to it promptly so as to ensure you
maximise your opportunities of member
benefits.

watch out for the
email invitation
and respond to it
promptly

Cheers

Alan Harries
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Commercial and Inquiry Agents

Licence No. 19261

Providing field
services in
Tasmania
Statewide

the total collection and
receivables management
software solution!
www.collectsoftware.com.au

IMA NATIONAL OFFICE

17B Denney Street
Broadmeadow NSW 2292
PO Box 233 Waratah NSW 2298
Ph: (02) 4927 0477
Fax: (02) 4927 0677
admin@imal.com.au
www.imal.com.au

YOUR

03 6231 3191
service@derwentmercantile.com.au
www.derwentmercantile.com.au

BUSINESS
HERE

NATIONAL BOARD

Summer Collection Group
Debt Collection & Repossession Specialists

CONSUMER LEGAL COMMERCIAL
FOR ALL YOUR REPOSSESSION
AND FIELD SERVICES
Nationwide Coverage

ALLSTATE INTERSTATE
For service throughout metro and
country South Australia call Andy
or Louise on 08 8244 1922 or visit
www.allstateinterstate.com.au

National President
Basil Faulkner
Ph: (08) 9325 3855
nationalpresident@imal.com.au
National VP Administration
Daniel Taylor
Ph: (02) 8568 6500
nationalvpadmin@imal.com.au

National VP Finance
David Combrink
Ph: (08) 9409 4088
nationalvpfinance@imal.com.au
Immediate Past National President
Alex Caruana
Ph: (02) 8833 3300
nationalpastpresident@imal.com.au

07 5452 7442
www.summercollectiongroup.com.au

CEO
Alan Harries
Ph: (02) 4927 0477
akh@imal.com.au

OTHER CONTACTS

Additional contacts are available at www.
imal.com.au.

Your fast, reliable agency
Servicing country Victoria
and southern NSW
admin@centralvicmerc.com.au
www.centralvicmerc.com.au

Capital Collection Service
Canberra’s leading locally
owned collection agency

www.capcol.com.au

Servicing Regional NSW
Reliable and Efficient
0428 613 448
ais.orange@hotmail.com.au
associatedinvestigationservices.com.au
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The best collection tool Field call - the next best

✓ Verify the address and update contact details
✓ Make demand for the outstanding debt
✓ Obtain leads to assist in locating a missing debtor
www.expressmercantile.com.au
Level 3, 11 - 13 Aird St
PARRAMATTA NSW 2150

T: 1300 556 025
F: 1300 556 035

Locked Bag 170
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Australian Legal Support Group Pty Ltd • National Service Solution DX 28373 PARRAMATTA
ACN 060 481 978 • Commercial and Private Inquiry Agents (Master License Number 409398202)

Looking for Success?
Think ACCESS!
Established in 1990
ACCESS MERCANTILE IS THE MISSING PIECE YOU HAVE

ACCESS MERCANTILE AD

BEEN LOOKING FOR WITH COVERAGE IN EVERY STATE AND
TERRITORY THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA WITH OUR

NATIONAL COVERAGE
Repossessions - Collections - Field Calls - Skip/Location Enquiries
Process Serving - Property Inspections – Lockouts - Evictions
Pre Finance Inspections

ACCESS MERCANTILE
P h o n e: ( 0 3 ) 8 8 7 2 7 9 0 0
Fax (03) 9874 1277
DX 13205 Mitcham VIC

P.O. Box 380 Mitcham VIC 3132
www.accessmercantile.com.au

Member of
Institute of
Mercantile Agents

